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Welcome by the Chairman of the LSLC 

Welcome to our first virtual event. As the Founder and Chairman of the LSLC, I 

must tell you, it never ever crossed my mind, that in the life of the LSLC of 

over 25 years, we would end up in this situation - of not being able to see you!  

But, in this Brave New World, the LSLC is up to the mark and ready to adapt – we 

all hope, however, that digitalization will not take over the community element 

the LSLC offers to the maritime sectors and the legal fraternity.  

I am very pleased to welcome all of you and, in particular, the many new 

participants from all over the world joining us for the first time – We are 300 

behind the scenes. 

Undoubtedly, it is an advantage of digitalization that we can reach out to you, 

in any country of the world.  

I hope you will continue to benefit from the work of the LSLC in the future, and 

we look forward to meeting you in London. As I said, the LSLC is a community of 

the maritime, commercial, and legal sectors.  

As always, the LSLC is privileged to have distinguished panelists, chaired by 

eminent members of our judiciary. 

I welcome and thank Sir Robin Knowles, who has chaired our events before, and 

also our panelists, Francis, Sherina, James, Duncan, who will be introduced by 

the Chairman.  

I would just like to thank 36 Stone, particularly Vasanti Selvaratnam QC, for 

their staunch support, and we are of course grateful to Norton Rose Fulbright for 

lending us their facilities to stage this audio-simu-live seminar.  
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With this particular technology, however, you will not see the speakers but only 

their slides.  

Special thanks are due to Sherina Petit, Charlotte Winter and Grace Chamberlain 

of NRF for a sterling job to prepare this event.  

The subject of enforcement of arbitration awards is of huge importance and, as an 

arbitrator myself, my mind hovers over the enforcement of the award (I am going 

to write) from the appointment and at every stage of the proceedings.  

Enjoy, and I expect you will have many questions to ask during the Q&A session. 

Thank you very much.  

 

 

 

 

Dr Aleka M Sheppard 

Arbitrator – Mediator – Mentor 

www.alekasheppard.com 

Founder/Chairman LSLC 
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Introduction 

This event will focus on issues relating to enforcement of international arbitration 

awards in a number of key jurisdictions, in addition to other topical arbitration 

developments on the international scene. 

Jurisdictions to be considered will include: 

China 

Hong Kong 

India 

Africa 

Middle East 

Recent noteworthy decisions on enforcement in the UK and internationally  
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Recognition and 

Enforcement of  Arbitral 

Awards
Francis Hornyold-Strickland

(1) Express choice of  law? (2) Implied choice of  law? (3) Closest connection test

Governing law of  an 

arbitration agreement 

Including, where, as a 

matter of  interpretation 

the AA is deemed to be 

subject to the same law as 

the governing law of  the 

contract: Kabab-ji v Kout
Food Group. [2020]

If  no express choice of  

law then the law of  the 

seat will govern, unless 

there are strong reasons 

to the contrary. Enka v 
OOO [2020]

If  no express choice of  

law then the law of  the 

contract will govern 

unless there are 

indications to the 

contrary. Sulamerica v 
Engelharia [2012]

?
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Government of  Pakistan

Awami Hajj TrustDallah

Contract for the development of  a 

housing project for pilgrims. 

But no governing law provision…

Dallah v Pakistan

Q. Was The Pakistani 

Government bound by the 

arbitration agreement when it 

was not a contracting party? 

Kout Food Group

AHFCKababi-Ji

Franchise agreement with a “no oral 

modifications” clause.

Kabab-ji v Kout Food Group

Had Kout Food Group 

become a party to the 

arbitration agreement? (and 

what was the law governing 

that agreement)?  

3
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OOOEnka

Contract for the construction of  a 

power plant

Enka v OOO

What law governed the arbitration 

agreement when the seat was England 

& Wales but the governing law of  the 

contract was Russian? And should the 

court grant an anti-suit injunction 

against proceedings in Russia? 

36 Stone

4 Field Court, Gray’s Inn, London WC1R 5EF

Telephone: 020 7440 6900
Email Me: fhornyoldstrickland@36stone.co.uk

Email Clerks: clerks@36stone.co.uk
Website: https://36group.co.uk/

5
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Norton Rose Fulbright LLP

Changing landscape of 
enforcement of foreign 
arbitration awards in India

Sherina Petit

Partner, Head of India Practice

In cooperation with the London Shipping Law Centre

May 2020

Legislative framework for enforcement of foreign arbitration 

awards

Discussion of selected interventionist cases

Discussion of selected pro-arbitration cases

Two key cases of 2020 – Vijay Karia and NAFED

Brief look at the amendments to the Arbitration and Conciliation 

Act, 1996

Outlook for the future

Key topics covered today

“Businesses… need to be 

assured that commercial 

disputes will be resolved 

efficiently. 

A robust legal framework 

backed by a vibrant 

arbitration culture is 

essential.”

Prime Minister Narendra Modi 

(2016)

2
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Key legislation

• Domestic arbitration - Part I 

of the Arbitration & 

Conciliation Act 1996 

• Foreign awards - Part II of 

the Arbitration & 

Conciliation Act 1996 

• Arbitration and Conciliation 

(Amendment) Act 2019

International 

conventions

• New York Convention

• Geneva Protocol on 

arbitration clauses of 1923

• Geneva Convention on the 

execution of foreign arbitral 

awards 1927

Not straightforward

• Courts have been 

historically interventionist

• Indian courts recognise 

awards made only in 

territories notified by India 

as a convention country

• Recently more arbitration-

friendly decisions

Legislative framework

3

Interventionist approach – selection of key cases 

Bhatia International 

v Bulk Trading S.A. 

(2002)
Part I of the Act misapplied –

Indian courts may order 

interim relief in foreign 

arbitrations

White Industries v 

Coal India (2002)
Intervention of Indian courts 

causes significant delays to 

enforcement process

Venture Global 

Engineering v Satyam 

Computer Services 

(2008)
The Supreme Court decides that 

Indian courts can annul foreign 

arbitration awards

Indtel Technical Services v 

W S Atkins (2009)
The Supreme Court decides it could 

appoint arbitrators under Part I of the 

Act even though the contract was 

governed by English law

4

NAFED v Alimenta

(2020)
Potential broadening of public 

policy grounds for challenge.

Discussed later (slide 6).

3
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BALCO and recent pro-arbitration decisions

BALCO (2012)
Overruled Bhatia and Venture Global. 

Part I and Part II of the 1996 Act mutually 

exclusive.

Key moment for Indian international 

arbitration.

Django Navigation 

(2018)
High Court refused to set 

aside an award in a case 

involving charterparty

evidenced by a fixture recap.

The court refused to “look into 

the merits of the case”.

Sundaram Finance 

(2018)
The Supreme Court confirmed 

that enforcement of an award 

can be commenced in the court 

with jurisdiction over the assets 

without applying for a decree 

transfer.

Imax Corporation v E-

City Entertainment 

(2019)
The Supreme Court confirmed 

that the limitation period 

applicable to enforcement of 

foreign awards is 12 years from 

the date of the award

Hindustan Construction 

Company (2019)
Enforcement of an award would not 

be automatically stayed upon filing of 

a challenge under s 34 of the 2015 

Amendment Act

5

National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing 

Federation of India (NAFED) v. Alimenta S.A.

• a step back towards more interventionist 

approach

• award held not enforceable on public policy 

grounds

• broader meaning of “fundamental policy”?

• court examined merits of the case and terms of 

the contract

• “it would be against the fundamental public policy 

of India to enforce such an award, any supply 

made then would contravene the public policy of 

India relating to export for which permission of 

the Government of India was necessary”

Vijay Karia and Ors. v. Prysmain Cavi E Sistemi

SRL & Ors

• “pro-enforcement bias”

• burden of proof on the party challenging the 

award

• contravention of Indian law not enough for 

annulment of an award on the grounds of “public 

policy” – must be against fundamental policy

• “Fundamental Policy” refers to the core values of 

India’s public policy as a nation, which may find 

expression not only in statutes but also time-

honoured, hallowed principles which are followed 

by the Courts”

2020 Supreme Court decisions – back to uncertainty?

6
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Arbitration and Conciliation (Amendment) Act, 2015

Enforcement

Interim 
measures

Definition of 
“court”

Reducing 
delays

Costs

Appointment 
of arbitrators

7

Arbitration and Conciliation (Amendment) Act, 2019

The Arbitration 
Council of 

India

Confidentiality

Protection for 
arbitrators

Restrictions on 
setting aside an 

award

Appointment of 
arbitrators

Time limits 
applicable to 
arbitrators

8

7

8
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Bright future for India

9

Partner, Head of India Practice

+44 (0)20 7444 5573

sherina.petit@nortonrosefulbright.com 

Sherina Petit

10
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Law around the world

nortonrosefulbright.com
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Norton Rose Fulbright LLP

The Enforcement of 
Arbitration Awards in 
China

James Rogers

Partner

Norton Rose Fulbright LLP

• Chinese law divides arbitral awards into four categories

• Depending on the place of arbitration and/or the presence/absence of “foreign elements” in the dispute:

– Local awards, which are rendered in mainland China (by Chinese arbitration institutions) over disputes 

without a foreign element

– Foreign-related local awards, which are rendered in mainland China (by Chinese arbitration institutions) 

over disputes with a foreign element

– Awards rendered in Hong Kong SAR, Macau SAR and Taiwan

– International awards, which are rendered in jurisdictions other than mainland China, Hong Kong, 

Macau and Taiwan

• Note re arbitrating in mainland China: if no “foreign element” (i) must arbitrate in mainland China; (ii) 

before a mainland Chinese arbitration institute; and (iii) applying substantive Chinese law

The Four Categories of Awards

2
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• Mainland China; Hong Kong SAR; Macau SAR; and Taiwan are 

distinct legal jurisdictions 

• E.g. the NYC

– The PRC is a party to the NYC (with commercial and reciprocity 

reservations)

– Hong Kong and Macau effectively party to the NYC by virtue of the 

PRC’s accession

– Taiwan is technically not a party but applies the NYC in spirit

• Consequences for enforcement of awards across the jurisdictions

• Special treatment of (i) local awards with a foreign element; and (ii) 

international awards

Different types of award are treated differently

3

• Local law

• The New York Convention (as adopted into local law) 

• Enforcement of Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan awards are subject to separate regimes:

– Arrangement in respect of Mutual Enforcement of Arbitral Awards by the Mainland and the Hong Kong 

SAR

– Arrangement in respect of Mutual Acknowledgement and Enforcement of Arbitral Awards by the 

Mainland and the Macau SAR

– SPC Directives in respect of Acknowledgment and Enforcement of Arbitral Awards Rendered in Taiwan

What regime applies?

4
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• Procedure for enforcing an international arbitral award is similar to that of local awards

• Monetary and injunctive awards enforceable, if final

• Grounds for non-enforcement are also consistent

• But for foreign-related awards (i.e. domestic awards with a foreign element) and international awards a 

special reporting regime applies 

• Local court must reach a decision within two months of accepting the enforcement application

• If court decides to refuse recognition or enforcement, it must internally refer the case and its intended 

decision to a higher court within two months 

• If the higher court concurs with the lower court's decision to refuse, it must also refer the case to a higher 

level 

• And so on until the case reaches the Supreme People's Court (SPC) – i.e. only the SPC can refuse to 

enforce foreign related and international awards. 

• There is no statutory time limit for the SPC to make its final decision

Reporting system for foreign-related and 
international awards

5

• The process remains somewhat opaque

• But the special reporting regime has engendered a very strong, pro-enforcement mentality

• Avoids local favouritism and delays

• Well-reasoned decisions, published and widely reported

• The SPC has the necessary depth of experience and expertise

• No system of precedence, but the SPC regularly publishes guidance notes

• Public policy exception tightly defined/applied

Pro-enforcement

6
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• An English based common law system

• Relationship with China governed by the Basic Law

• Arbitration Law is based on the Model Law

• Enforcement process and precedent world class

• Judiciary remain robustly independent, with deep arbitration experience and expertise

• The HKIAC is a world leading institution

• But is that enough?

A final word about Hong Kong

7

Law around the world

nortonrosefulbright.com

Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP, Norton Rose Fulbright LLP, Norton Rose Fulbright Australia, Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP and Norton Rose Fulbright South Africa Inc are separate legal entities 
and all of them are members of Norton Rose Fulbright Verein, a Swiss verein.  Norton Rose Fulbright Verein helps coordinate the activities of the members but does not itself provide legal services to 

clients. 

References to ‘Norton Rose Fulbright’, ‘the law firm’ and ‘legal practice’ are to one or more of the Norton Rose Fulbright members or to one of their respective affiliates (together ‘Norton Rose 
Fulbright entity/entities’). No individual who is a member, partner, shareholder, director, employee or consultant of, in or to any Norton Rose Fulbright entity (whether or not such individual is 

described as a ‘partner’) accepts or assumes responsibility, or has any liability, to any person in respect of this communication. Any reference to a partner or director is to a member, employee or 
consultant with equivalent standing and qualifications of the relevant Norton Rose Fulbright entity.

The purpose of this communication is to provide general information of a legal nature. It does not contain a full analysis of the law nor does it constitute an opinion of any Norton Rose Fulbright entity 
on the points of law discussed. You must take specific legal advice on any particular matter which concerns you. If you require any advice or further information, please speak to your usual contact at 

Norton Rose Fulbright.
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Enforcement of Awards in Africa: the big picture

New York Convention Signatories

Yet to sign:

• Congo (Brazzaville), Equatorial Guinea, 
Eritrea, Eswatini (FKA Swaziland) 
Gambia, Guinea Bissau, Libya, Malawi, 
Namibia, Sudan and South Sudan, 
Sierra Leone, Somalia, Togo, 

Stop press!

• Ethiopia (ratified 13/2/20) 

Bonus prize questions…?

!



Some key jurisdictions - OHADA

Organisation pour l’Harmonisation en
Afrique du Droit des Affairs

• 17 countries
• Unified system of arbitration law
• Cross-border enforcement of 

OHADA awards in OHADA states
• Cour Commune de Justice et 

d’Arbitrage

Recent developments:
• 2018: assumed enforcement if no 

refusal within 15 days
• Mbulu Museso case



Some key jurisdictions - Nigeria

Arbitration and Conciliation Act 2004
• Note pending 
• NY Convention Grounds
• Note short limitation period (6 years)
• Pathological delays in court system for 

enforcement, see for example:
• IPCO v NNPC [2015] EWCA Civ

1144
• AIC Limited v The Federal 

Airports Authority of Nigeria 
[2019] EWHC 2212

• P&ID $9bn Award



Some key jurisdictions – South Africa

New International Arbitration Act No. 15 
of 2017 (in force 20/12/17)
• UNCITRAL Model Law enacted
• Only applies to international 

arbitrations
• Lifts MEA permission requirement to 

enforce awards against SA
• Removes the government “public 

interest veto” on enforcement

Government of Tanzania v Steyn & Ors

Note the Protection of Investment Act 
2015 re “investor-state”



Some key jurisdictions – Kenya

Arbitration Act 1995
• Incorporates the NY Convention (with 

reciprocity reservation)
• 6-year limitation period for 

enforcement of awards

Interesting recent cases:

• 2018: Cortec Mining Kenya Limited v 
Republic of Kenya (ICSID Case No. 
ARB/15/29)

• Kenya Airports Authority v Kenya Duty 
Free (5/10/18)



Some key jurisdictions – Mauritius

International Arbitration Act 2008
• Incorporates the NY Convention
• Privy Council final court of appeal
• Enforcement considered by 3 judge 

Supreme Court

Interesting recent cases:

• Betamax Ltd v Mauritian STC
• Peepul Capital Fund II LLC v VSoft

Holdings LLC [2019] UKPC 47



Some general points

• States and state entities

• Local set-aside proceedings and 
enforcement: long grass?

• Taxation: beware the Fiscal counter-
attack

• Fraud and corruption 

• Regional approach: using an 
enforcement “hub” as a platform for 
asset-based approach?



No.1 London Bridge
London SE1 9BG

T: +44 (0)20 3755 6000
F: +44 (0)20 3650 7000

DX 144370 Southwark 4
www.howardkennedy.com

Howard Kennedy LLP (registered in England and Wales OC361417) is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors 
Regulation Authority (number 557188).  Our registered office is at No.1 London Bridge London SE1 9BG.

Thank You
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Short Bios of Members of the Panel 
 

Chairman: The Hon. Mr Justice Robin Knowles 

 

Sir Robin sits in the Commercial Court, the Administrative Court, and the Court of Appeal 

Criminal Division. He is a nominated judge of the Financial List. Before appointment to the 

High Court, he sat as a Recorder in the Crown Court for 15 years, and as a Deputy High 

Court Judge in both the Commercial Court and the Chancery Division. He is a qualified 

mediator and has sat as an arbitrator. He was elected a Bencher of Middle Temple in 2004 

and was Chairman of the Commercial Bar Association (2005-7). 

Sir Robin was involved in rewriting the Commercial Court Guide as part of the Woolf Reforms. 

He was a member of the Aikens working party on “supercases”. With Sir William Blair, he 

worked successfully to secure the new Queen’s Counsel system. With others, he led work to 

bring about the Rolls Building – the world’s largest dedicated business dispute resolution 

centre. He is a member of the Financial Markets Law Committee, Chairman of the 

International Committee of the Judicial College of England & Wales, and the Judge with day 

to day responsibility for the Standing International Forum of Commercial Courts (SIFoCC). 

A member of the Civil Justice Council, Sir Robin chairs its Standing Committee on access to 

justice for those without means. Within the HMCTS Reform Programme he chairs the 

Litigants in Person Engagement Group (LIPEG). He has a career-long involvement in the 

encouragement and coordination of legal pro bono work, nationally and internationally, and 

is on the board of a number of charities in the field, chairing Advocate and the National Pro 

Bono Centre. He was awarded the CBE in 2007 for service to pro bono legal services. 

Outside the law, Sir Robin has been closely involved with children’s hospices and children’s 

palliative care, and is a former Chairman of the UK umbrella body in this field. 

 

THE SPEAKERS 

Francis Hornyold-Strickland  

Francis Hornyold-Strickland is a commercial barrister with 36 Stone. He has a broad 

commercial practice with a particular emphasis on international arbitration, shipping, 

commodities, insurance and civil fraud. He is the lead author of the website 

www.stricklandsshippingguide.com 

*************** 

http://www.stricklandsshippingguide.com/
https://www.shippinglbc.com/


 
 

 

Sherina Petit  

Sherina Petit is a partner at Norton Rose Fulbright in London and heads the international 

arbitration practice across Asia, Europe and Middle East. She also heads the firm's India 

practice. Besides arbitration she has significant experience in investor state disputes 

resolution, alternative dispute resolutions (ADR) and litigation. addition to acting as counsel 

in arbitrations, she regularly sits as an arbitrator. 

Sherina has a wide range of experience in all key aspects of international arbitration across 

a broad range of industries including energy, construction, oil and gas, trade, transport, 

pharmaceuticals, commodities, finance and technology. She represents clients across the 

globe in a wide variety of commercial and investment arbitration proceedings, including those 

before the London Court of International Arbitration (LCIA), International Chamber of 

Commerce (ICC), United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL), 

Singapore International Arbitration Centre (SIAC) as well as in ad hoc proceedings. 

Sherina is the Chairperson of the European Federation of Investment Law and Arbitration 

(EFILA) and is on the LCIA Board of Directors. She is also part of the ICC Indian Arbitration 

Group, the SIAC Users Council, the SIAC Users Council's Regional/National Committee for 

the United Kingdom and the Kuala Lumpur Court of Arbitration. Sherina is also on the 

Steering Committee of the Pledge for Equal Representation for Women in Arbitration. 

Sherina is a published writer and speaker on international arbitration. She has co-authored 

chapters of numerous books including "Arbitration in England" edited by Julian Lew QC, 

"Enforcing Arbitral Awards in India" edited by Nakul Dewan; and The Guide to Challenging 

and Enforcing Arbitration Awards edited by J William Rowley QC, Emmanuel Gaillard and 

Gordon E Kaiser.  

Besides being qualified as a solicitor in England and Wales, Sherina completed her Bachelor 

of Laws degree in India and her Master of Laws degree at King's College, London. 

 

********** 

James Rogers  

James Rogers is an international arbitration lawyer based in London. His experience extends 

across a broad range of industry sectors and includes corporate and commercial, technology, 

M&A, licensing and joint venture disputes. He has particular experience of the energy, 

infrastructure and construction sectors and significant recent experience in arbitration matters 

involving states and state-controlled entities. 

James has a uniquely international practice, serving clients' needs across multiple 

jurisdictions and tailored to the relevant project, dispute and/or seat of arbitration. He has 

practiced law in New Zealand, Hong Kong, Japan and the UK; has advised clients on projects 

and investments in numerous jurisdictions across the Americas, Africa, Europe, the Middle 



 
 

 

East and Asia; and regularly acts as lead counsel and as advocate before all the major arbitral 

institutions. 

Chambers & Partners, 2019 note that "sources describe him as 'flexible and extremely 

efficient', adding that 'he is excellent at what he does.'" James was also recognised in The 

Legal 500, 2019 where he is described as "thorough, with an incisive understanding of 

international arbitration law and practice." 

James also accepts arbitrator appointments. 

 

********** 

Duncan Bagshaw 

Duncan is a partner at Howard Kennedy LLP in London. He is a barrister and specialises in 

international arbitration and litigation, with particular focus on the energy sector and Africa-

related disputes. He often advises on issues arising from joint ventures and commercial 

contracts. 

Duncan is highly experienced in large international disputes in arbitration and litigation 

proceedings. He acts for clients on matters relating to the upstream oil and gas industry, 

electricity generation and supply, and renewable energy projects. He also has experience in 

dealing with disputes arising from joint ventures in the property development, hospitality, and 

tourism industries. 

With extensive experience in Africa, Duncan has lived and worked in the region and handled 

many disputes arising from African projects. Examples include acting for the Nigerian 

National Petroleum Corporation in the long-running dispute arising out of the construction of 

the Bonny Export Terminal, and for the Kenya Ports Authority in relation to engineering 

contract disputes. He has worked on many other cases involving African law and African 

seats of arbitration, and where there are simultaneous proceedings in multiple jurisdictions. 

Duncan is a regular visitor to Nigeria and Kenya, and other jurisdictions in the region. He is 

a member of the Advisory Board of the MARC Arbitration Centre in Mauritius and he has 

advised on the legal regimes for arbitration in Kenya and Djibouti. 

He acts for clients in arbitration tribunals under the London Court of International Arbitration 

(LCIA), International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), LMAA, DIFC-LCIA and other rules, and 

before all courts of England and Wales, including the Supreme Court. In 2019 Duncan 

appeared in the Supreme Court as junior counsel for the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators as 

intervenor in the case of Halliburton Company v Chubb Bermuda Insurance, arising out of 

the Deepwater Horizon incident. 

Duncan is recommended in the Legal 500 for international arbitration and energy disputes, 

and was named in the International Arbitration Powerlist, and the Africa Powerlist, in 2019. 

He has been recognised as a Future Leader in international arbitration by Who’s Who Legal 

three times. 
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